What do male sex workers in crisis experience when they engage with frontline support services?
Introduction

Boxing Day 2014

It is 8am on the 26th December 2014 when I receive a phone call from the police. There is a current service user of the charity I work for, on a bridge, about to jump. He is saying he won't come down unless I attend. I have my Christmas pyjamas on. I'm at home alone with my 14-month-old daughter. I am currently on leave, but the police – deeming it to be a crisis situation - had contacted a previous employer to obtain my personal number. I had to decide what to do there and then. I offered to speak to the man to try and talk him down. I also agreed to meet him the following day, when I would be in the office. Thankfully, the man didn't jump and was taken to hospital. This situation gave me many things to consider. I spoke to colleagues about it and was met with almost polar opposite responses from “You did go, didn’t you?” to “I’d have put the phone down on them.”

My research question

Two years on, I am lucky enough to be on the Clore Social Leadership programme for aspiring leaders in the voluntary sector. As part of this programme, I have an opportunity to conduct a piece of research and to ask a question that interests me and is likely to be of interest to others. The incident with the man on the bridge came back to mind, because I am interested in how charities respond to people in crisis and in what, if anything, can be done to improve the outcomes of such events for the service users and for the Workers who deliver support at such times. The question I decided to ask through my research was ‘What do male sex workers in crisis experience when they engage with frontline support services?’

My professional experience

My experience for over 14 years has been around helping hard-to-engage individuals to access the support available to them. They include rough sleepers, sex workers and women fleeing domestic abuse. Many of them have complex needs, including poor physical and mental health and the impact of drug and alcohol misuse, sexual violence, trauma and serial offending. Most have multiple experiences of being in crisis.

At Christmas 2014 I was working at The Manchester Men's Room, supporting male sex workers. To make the best use of the time I had for research, I decided to focus on the users and Workers of the Men's Room, and other charities in the UK that work with the same client group.

Methodology

I started with a literature review of current thinking around crisis, male sex workers and support for people with complex needs. I identified the sample of individuals I would include in the research and formulated the questions I would be asking them. I then conducted one-to-one interviews with service users and Workers of three sex work support charities The Men's Room, MAP a project within Changing Lives and SWISH a
Findings

These findings are organised into two groups: themes raised by the sex workers and themes raised by the frontline workers.
Themes raised by sex workers

Treatment by workers

The negative way men are treated by professional workers when they are in crisis was the strongest unifying theme. Five of the six men highlighted negative attitudes as a real barrier to being able to disclose their need for support, or engage with the support available. The biggest issue was the men’s perception of the lack of respect they receive from workers at times of crisis. This was referred to multiple times. It makes a significant impact on their ability or desire to engage again and risks compounding their existing needs. One interviewee (in London) described his experience of a nurse who, in trying to be supportive and get him better support, suggested he be “less flamboyant”. This, for a transgender patient in a psychiatric war, was a really negative experience and completely insensitive to his needs.

A further shocking example was described by an interviewee as being dropped off at his school gates by a punter and meeting the headmistress, who said “I’m going to tell your parents, if he comes again.” As he observed, “That’s not support, that’s blackmail.” This is a glaring example of a school failing to safeguard a child from sexual exploitation. The interviewee, now a man, felt it was a missed opportunity to engage with support at a moment of crisis and comments that if he had been a girl, the headmistress’s response might have been different.

Inclusive and accessible advertising

The men interviewed described a lack of accessible and engaging advertising and literature designed for gay men. Information leaflets and other literature are perceived to be aimed solely at the heterosexual population and the lack of targeted literature is therefore a barrier to seeking support. This issue is highlighted in a recent piece of research by Stonewall. “Health and social care Workers overwhelmingly say there is a lack of inclusive information available to LGBT patients.” The same report draws attention to the still commonly held misconception that it is acceptable to treat everyone the same, regardless of gender and sexuality. “Given
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the high prevalence of mental health conditions self harm and suicide amongst LGBT people, it is particularly concerning that half of mental health workers counsellors, psychologists and psychotherapist say they do not consider sexual orientation to be relevant to ones needs."

This was explained clearly by two London sex worker: “When you go into surgeries now, you see a lot of domestic violence leaflets, stuck everywhere, and it’s all to do with like women and straight people and you think, oh nothing really applies to me here.”

And reflecting on experiences of accessing support through drug services ‘I felt like I was a square peg in a round hole’

Compounding the lack of targeted literature, there is the fear of judgment. Although this is something that many people in crisis can relate to, men involved in sex work who find themselves in crisis can feel doubly judged. Most of the interviewees for this research had kept their sex work secret from friends and family, even though they had been involved in it for many years in some cases. “I have my guard up around me, so wasn’t communicating [with support workers],” one London sex worker told me. By contrast, another London sex worker described the positive experience of going to a male sex work charity for help, when in crisis, and not being judged, workers not being shocked and “not having the eyebrows frowned up”.

Understating the need for support

Another theme that was raised was that people who are in crisis are not always aware that they need support. Several factors were referred to as contributing to this situation, including peer group socialising, where “everyone’s doing the same.” The idea of “the scene” and the widespread use of drugs and alcohol were frequently referred to. This is well documented in Part of the Picture – LGB people’s drug and alcohol use in England.” “Across all age groups, LGB people are much more likely to use drugs than the general population,” and there is a reluctance to seek support. “The experience of being an ‘outsider’ related to sexual orientation was common. Service structures and even ethos create barriers to access and completion of treatment.” This ties in with the finding noted above about the lack of available, accessible literature and advertising.
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Themes raised by workers

There were similarly strong unifying themes in the practitioner interviews. This was particularly striking as the interviewees work for charities that vary greatly in size, culture, structure, management and geography.

A lack of understanding on the part of funders of the complexities of supporting people in crisis and the duration of support needed

All three workers identified a disconnect between some funders’ assumptions about the support needs of service users who are in crisis and the reality. There is a lack of understanding of the demanding nature of the work and the time needed. Where there is good understanding and positive experiences, these tend to be because of personal relationships that have been established between individuals, within a local authority or charitable trust, but when Workers on either side move on, the relationships and understanding have to be rebuilt. It is back to square one. Meanwhile the services have to continue and Workers regularly go above and beyond, delivering services they are not funded to do. This situation is not sustainable.

The impact of cuts to specialist services

Another theme raised was the impact on the sector of the recession and consequent cuts in spending on specialist services. Workers feel they are being stretched too thinly. One interviewee in London described the experience of being expected to be “a jack of all trades and master of none, which is a bit depressing”. A Manchester colleague said, “[we have to] look at a myriad of stuff. We kind of try and cover everything.” For men who are already polarised and find it hard to access support, the loss of specialist agencies and workers is a major concern. Another observation made by Workers is that when they have been working with someone with complex needs and the case is closed or passed on, when something changes for that person “it can be very difficult to pull interagency support back in quickly enough to prevent a crisis.”

Real multi agency working

The idea of multi-agency working is now embedded as a core principle of support and is referenced in several government policy and guidance documents. For the past 20 years, ‘person-centered care, securing
improvements in assessment and case management have been the holy grail of community care policy. However, there is a disparity between the plethora of policy and guidance and the experience of delivering support to men in crisis. Professionals cited several reasons why it has become increasingly hard to work collaboratively. One of them is the competition for the funds, with more organisations competing for a smaller pot. As one London worker said: “It’s easy for a lot of people to talk about [collaboration] but in a climate where everybody’s after reduced funding, it [the interest in collaboration] disappears and it disappears quickly.”

Some of the workers most experienced in collaboration have moved on and not been replaced, and some agencies have closed altogether. Another is the sense that some organisations for which people with complex lives are not their core business, are tending to pull back, in the face of cuts, to concentrate on their primary purposes and statutory roles. This conclusion is supported by T.C. McDonagh in *Tackling homelessness and exclusion: Understanding Complex lives*.

**Similarities and learning from service users and service providers**

Service users and service providers both thought it was important to be transparent and honest. The service users in crisis need the workers and their employers to be transparent with them and the workers need to be honest with the organisations they work for about what can be achieved with in-service users given circumstances and context. Similarly, the providers need to be honest with their funders about what can be achieved in the way of interventions for a set amount of money.

Addressing the actual needs of the men in crisis must take priority over the delivery of interventions that the service provider or funder thinks the men need. There is a risk, according to one of the practitioners in Manchester that “the emphasis becomes much more on working within a structure that fits the funding, rather than fits the needs of the men.”

There needs to be clarity from the service provider who is working with an individual in crisis that the continued provision of support depends on the individual man engaging with the process and that that not turning up for an appointment, for example, will have consequences.

All of the sex workers interviewed were much more positive about their engagement with specialist charities. This could be seen as evidence that specialist charities are better placed to support men. The sample of people interviewed for this paper was too small to draw any conclusions about this, but it could be the focus of further research. So too could issues of sustainability for small charities, Workers wellbeing, the long-term impact on individuals receiving support.
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Conclusion

This short paper has highlighted the disconnect between the way services for male sex workers in crisis are portrayed and perceived and how they are experienced by those using them and delivering them.

It seems the role of small charities in providing this support is only going to increase, as other, non-specialist, services pull back, and yet they may not have enough experienced, specialist workers and enough funds to provide what is needed. I believe that in the short term, it is crucial that workers in small charities champion and advocate for the male sex workers they support, to enable them to navigate the services available to them and to be treated with respect which is clearly sometimes lacking. In the longer term, statutory and voluntary agencies need funders who understand the complexities of the needs they are trying to address and who recognize the importance of specialist training as part of the solution.

Looking back to that Boxing Day call, I believe I did the best thing I could while working for a small charity with limited resources. What I wish had been the case was that the man involved had a relationship with a service with the funding and therefore the resources to be open that day and to be able to respond to a crisis.